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Abstract
There is a widespread perception among the public and policy-makers that EMU carries oneway pressures for enhanced flexibility in the labour market. We discuss the theoretical basis
of this by examining four mechanisms through which the establishment of the common
currency and the functioning of EMU can impact on the labour markets, both within the
Eurozone and of the New Member States. We argue that the theory and empirics of the link
between EMU and labour market flexibility are not conclusive, leaving room for varying
degrees of, and directions for, the (de)regulation of national labour markets. This discretion is
partly reflected in the experience of labour market reforms in the Eurozone. An examination
of the institutional framework for employment policies in the EU further corroborates the
conclusion that EMU does not restrict, but rather puts on the agenda, the active exploration of
policy options aimed at strengthening the resilience and adaptability of the European
economy as well as its quality, fairness and competitiveness. We argue that this is no different
today, during or after the crisis, than it was ‘before it all started’.
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Beyond the crisis: EMU and labour
market reform pressures in good
and bad times

1. Introduction
The creation of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) in Europe was a critical
junction in the functioning of the European Union’s (EU) institutions and of the
national economies participating in the project. Among the main spillovers of the
creation of the common currency are the further deepening of economic integration
(enhanced trade, price transparency, competition, etc.), the strengthening of the
process of political integration (with the emergence of forms of fiscal cooperation
and, more recently, financial regulation), the transformation of the structures of
economic governance and cooperation (establishment of independent supra-national
institutions, outside the remit of the Commission), and the enhancement of EU’s
international role (financial and political). Inevitably, these developments alter
significantly the experiences of the European public within the EU: as citizens (since
the public is further detached from the control of economic policy), as consumers
(with the creation of an enlarged market with greater product variety and price
stability and transparency), as producers (greater competition, enhanced market
access and a larger market) and, crucially, as employees (with the increased
pressures for the re-organisation of labour relations). Following, a vibrant debate has
emerged regarding the changing character of the EU and whether the ongoing
integration process enhances or weakens EU’s social dimension.
Although the current crisis (not only the global economic one but also the
coordination/credibility problems that have emerged in the Eurozone with the Greek
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fiscal crisis) may have reduced the salience of this debate, we believe that this
remains central to European matters and, moreover, better understood outside the
lenses of the crisis. Indeed, we would argue that the crisis has accentuated the key
parameters in the issues surrounding the ‘European model’ (essentially, questions of
rules versus discretion, of fiscal stimuli versus stabilisation, of free markets versus
economic governance, of price stability versus ‘jobs & growth’, and so forth) but it
has not altered the nature of the problem. In a way, this is because questions
concerning the model of economic governance in the Eurozone, at least those aspects
of it that emphasised the importance of ‘less state’ and market deregulation, were
always framed in relation to (an asymmetric) crisis.1 But as the crisis has shown that
in ‘bad times’ adherence to rules (for fiscal discipline as well as for bail-outs,
including by Central Banks) can be flexed2, especially when market adjustments
become too costly (in terms of credit defaults, bankruptcies and unemployment), it
has also highlighted that the regulatory pressures emanating from the European
integration project, and from EMU in particular, are not unidirectional nor
unequivocal – and they are definitely not insurmountable.
This is exactly the point we address in this paper, focusing on the area of labour
markets, as one of the areas where the pressures for deregulation have been more
prevalent. We depart from the current debates about fiscal and structural adjustment
in a time of crisis, which naturally frame the issue with reference to legitimisation
and enforcement (‘window of opportunity’), and instead focus on the very
fundamental question of what necessitates reforms in EMU. To do so, we examine a
range of arguments and theoretical propositions, both for and against, that have been
proposed in the literature. We distinguish four types of pressures that monetary
convergence and the common currency apply to the labour markets of current and
prospective members of EMU. These are as follows: (a) pressures relating to the

1

Note that for a long time the Eurozone appeared to be capable of insulating its members from
the global crisis and the latter only became a Eurozone problem when its effects became
asymmetric, as different transmission mechanisms were activated in different countries (e.g., a
decline in exports in Germany, a capital drainage in Ireland, the housing bust in Spain, the
solvency problems in Greece, etc).
2 Although, admittedly, this happened less so in the Eurozone than in other places, including the
USA (Schelkle, 2009).
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process of monetary convergence and the associated convergence criteria (Maastricht
effect), (b) pressures applied to states belonging to sub-optimal currency areas (OCA
effect), (c) pressures resulting from the shift of the centre of gravity of economic
policies in EMU ('pivotal triangle' effect), and (d) pressures arising from the model of
fiscal governance in EMU (SGP effect).3
It is often overlooked, and thus worth noting, that these pressures do not operate in a
policy vacuum. Indeed, domestic politics and European policy processes shape the
influences of these pressures and they restrict and/or facilitate the national responses
to them. A distinctive mechanism within this framework is the European
Employment Strategy (EES). The EES aims at improving, and to some extent
harmonising, the functioning of EU labour markets (inside and outside EMU)
through the establishment of a common framework of national labour market
interventions, which can be compatible with, and promote the objectives of, the
Lisbon Strategy. Although, strictly speaking, the EES is independent of EMU, it is
nevertheless inextricably linked with the process of monetary integration in Europe,
since its main aim is to provide common solutions to problems of competitiveness,
adjustability and (e)quality, which the EU faces in the post-EMU era.
We discuss these common solutions and, more generally, the institutional and
operational issues arising from EU’s economic governance in the field of
employment policy, later in the paper. We start our discussion, in section 2, with a
detailed examination of the mechanisms through which, according to theory, the
aforementioned pressures and effects are activated – and examine their policy
implications. Our starting point is the Optimum Currency Area (OCA) theory, which
is the main analytical framework under which the wider pressures on the labour
3

In this sense, our paper does not cover another dimension of the issue, that has been
extensively discussed in the literature, concerning the role of EMU in facilitating (or strangling)
reforms by legitimising them externally and conditioning the relevant policy options of national
governments. In the literature this dimension is displayed in various forms, such as “vincolo
esterno” or external empowerment (Dyson and Featherstone, 1999), “tying one’s hands”
(Giavazzi and Pagano, 1988), shrinking of the “set of policy options” (Schelkle, 2004), “blameshifting” or a “scapegoat” mechanism (Begg, 2002), or the “back against the wall” (Alesina et al,
2006) and “there is no alternative” (Bean, 1998) theses. We refer to these aspects selectively in
various parts of the paper, but we do not analyse them in detail as a separate dimension of this
debate, because our focus is on why reforms (and which types of reforms) are necessary, whereas
the above aspects concern mainly the question of whether reforms are possible.
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market in the post-EMU era are conceptualised. We then focus on the impact that the
process of monetary integration and the resulting shift in the balance between
monetary policy and wage bargaining have on the regulation and functioning of
labour markets (and of collective bargaining in particular). We close the second
section with an analysis of the fiscal and other institutional constraints that are
applied on the operation and regulation of labour markets in EMU. In section 3 we
turn to the EU’s institutional framework for employment policy coordination and to
the labour market reforms that have been followed by the EMU countries in the last
fifteen years. In particular, we examine the extent to which EU employment policy
constitutes a mechanism that consolidates and institutionalises the flexibilisation
processes that may be triggered by EMU or, rather, a social response to such
processes; and support empirically our argumentation with a brief review of the
member states’ reform record in the field of employment policy, drawing on existing
evidence in the literature. Then, in section 4, we examine the issues that arise for the
current and prospective EMU Member States from the future enlargement waves of
the Eurozone. We conclude the paper with some final thoughts on the overall
assessment of the effects of EMU on labour markets in Europe.

2. EMU and labour markets: theory and policy issues
2.1. The theory of (sub-)optimal currency areas
A central point of the discussion about the labour market effects of EMU is the
Optimum Currency Area theory, as originally formulated by Robert Mundell (1961)
and subsequently enriched by McKinnon (1963), Kenen (1969), Mundell (1973) and
others (see DeGrawue, 2006). Mundell’s point of departure was the premise that the
adoption of a common currency (and of a common monetary policy) by a group of
countries will be welfare improving if at least one of the following conditions holds
true: the economic cycles of participant countries are fully synchronised; an
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integrated system of fiscal transfers is put in place across the participating countries;
or market adjustment mechanisms operate efficiently at the national and supranational levels.4
What is the logic of these conditions? By irrevocably fixing their exchange rates and
adopting a common monetary policy, national authorities lose their control over the
exchange rate as a main instrument for adjustment to internal (inflation) and external
(trade deficits) imbalances. Outside a monetary union, if a country is hit by an
asymmetric (country-specific) shock –for example, a fall in demand– the country can
restore demand by reducing its interest rates: this will stimulate domestic demand by
lowering the costs of production and of borrowing; but it will also lead to a
depreciation of its currency, thus also increasing external demand (as the country’s
products become cheaper and thus more competitive). If, because of the common
currency, the country experiencing the shock cannot use discretionary monetary
policy measures (depreciation, changes in interest rates), then this adjustment
mechanism becomes unavailable and, therefore, other mechanisms should be put in
place to restore equilibrium. If, however, the shock is common to all countries
participating in the monetary union, then the interest rate adjustment can still
function as in the case of a single country with independent monetary policy. It
follows that the importance of alternative adjustment mechanisms is directly
proportionate to the likelihood of asymmetric shocks within a monetary union. The
more synchronized the participating economies, the less likely it is that they will
have diverging preferences on monetary policy.5
If, nevertheless, an asymmetric shock does occur inside a monetary union,
theoretically this could be addressed by a transfer of resources from the economy
that is not affected to the one experiencing the shock. This is the main adjustment
4

It is worth mentioning here that each of these conditions, when fully met, is a sufficient
condition in itself, in the sense that meeting one renders the other two unnecessary. This
substitutability, which makes the issue of managing the common currency an issue of choice
between fiscal coordination and labour market reform, is often overlooked, especially in policy
debates.
5 Beyond the parameter of synchronicity, other important parameters strengthening the
synchronicity of two economies include the extent of economic integration (so that shocks are
transmitted easily and fast across countries) and the extent of economic diversification (so that
the economies do not depend disproportionately on too few sectors).
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mechanism against asymmetric shocks in all national economies: if, for example, an
exogenous shock hits a country’s tourism industry, thus affecting disproportionately
those regions in the country specialising in tourism, an automatic process of fiscal
transfers is activated, in the form of transfer payments (e.g., unemployment benefits)
and lower tax receipts (due to declining economic activity). In most cases, this
automatic process will also be accompanied by activist measures to support
economic activity in the ailing region, such as additional public investment, direct
subsidies to industry, tax breaks, etc. In this way, the region hit by the shock will be
able to recover even if its prices (including wages) and basic quantities (number of
firms and labour supply) do not adjust (and assuming that the region does not have
the ability to exercise independent monetary policy).
To the extent that none of these conditions (synchronicity, transfers, adjustability) are
fully met, monetary integration requires these conditions to be considered
complementarily. In other words, when economic cycles are not fully harmonised
and transfer mechanisms are not fully developed, as in EMU, the functioning of
adjustment mechanisms, especially in the labour market, obtains greater salience. It
is on this basis that the debate about the (de)regulation of labour markets in Europe
is directly linked to the establishment of EMU – as the latter appears to require the
strengthening of the functioning of adjustment mechanisms in the Eurozone.6 In the
labour market these mechanisms are translated largely into two factors: labour
mobility and wage flexibility.7
Labour Mobility. Principally, the relevant debate focuses on the extremely low
mobility within the Euro area, as a result of a combination of exogenous factors (e.g.,
linguistic and cultural barriers) and factors that are endogenous to policy (e.g., lack
6 As regards to the broader issue of structural reform this argument has been made known as
TINA (There Is No Alternative) - see on Bean (1998) and IMF (2004).
7 It should be noted that labour market adjustment is only one of a set of possible adjustments in
the economy, as equilibration may also be achieved with flexibility in the product and capital
markets. For example, under full capital mobility (and perfect financial markets) asymmetric
shocks lead to a reallocation of capital (redirection of investment) in sectors and areas not
affected by the shock, where profitability is comparatively higher. Even if there are lags in the
functioning of this mechanism (e.g., non-convertibility of physical capital in the short-run), the
flexible adjustment of product prices (which is partly enhanced due to greater pricetransparency achieved through the use of a common currency) is sufficient to absorb the
asymmetric shocks, making labour flexibility unnecessary (Burda, 1999).
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of harmonisation in the tax and pension systems, in the recognition of professional
qualifications, in lending, etc). Undoubtedly, weak labour mobility makes the
operation of quantitative adjustments particularly problematic. Thus, if a Eurozone
economy is hit by an external shock, labour flows to or from other Eurozone
countries are expected to be insufficient to restore equilibrium. Therefore,
quantitative adjustment should come from inside the country in question.8
Consequently, the criterion of labour mobility concerns not only ‘external’ mobility
(migration) but equally the full range of forms of internal mobility9, as the latter
emerges as a key mechanism for the amortisation of asymmetric shocks within a
monetary union with significant linguistic and other barriers to migration. In the
context of the wider neo-liberal shift in the 1980s and 1990s, the proposed policies to
encourage this flexibilisation focused predominantly on labour relations – especially
on the removal of dismissal restrictions (employment protection legislation), the
extension of flexible forms of employment (part-timing, temping, flexible hours, etc.),
and the reduction in the generosity of unemployment and other benefits (in order to
stimulate active labour force participation and flows out from unemployment and
inactivity). However, the set of policies that could stimulate labour mobility cover a
much wider range of potential interventions, such as the deregulation of financial
and property markets, the reform of education provision at the lower (e.g.,
establishment of day-long schooling for the children of working parents) and higher
levels (e.g., conversion degrees to support career-change), the provision of training
(re-skilling) and counselling services to the unemployed, the extension of some types
of employee benefits (e.g., maternity leave), and others – not all of which necessarily
result in the deregulation of labour relations.
Wage flexibility. Given the various impediments to (internal and external) labour
mobility and its social cost, it becomes readily apparent that price adjustments obtain
much greater importance. There is a widespread perception that Europe is suffering
8

This substitutability between internal and external labour mobility was already identified in the
original work of Mundell (1961).
9 This includes job mobility (changing employer), occupational mobility (changing occupation),
sectoral mobility (changing industrial sector), geographical mobility (in the form either of
permanent relocation or of commuting to a different labour market), as well as mobility across
job types (e.g., from full-time to part-time, from permanent to temporary, etc).
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not only from low labour mobility, but also from low wage flexibility (meaning the
flexible adjustment of labour costs to changes in unemployment or inflation).
Relatively extensive welfare states (often supplemented by the auxiliary role of the
family) and strong labour unions are perhaps the most important factors supporting
this perception (Dickens et al, 2006). The welfare state, with the provision of
comparatively generous unemployment and other social benefits, effectively reduces
the attractiveness of work thus keeping reservation wages artificially high. Similar is
the role of the family, particularly in Southern Europe (Ferrera, 1996). On the other
hand, strong unions can systematically push for disproportionate to the economic
situation wage increases (e.g., above productivity), hindering nominal and real wage
adjustments. Although the empirical evidence for such an impact of European
institutions on wage flexibility is thin (i.e., it is not too clear how much rigidity these
institutions generate in practice10), it is fair to say that the presence of such
institutions may be pivotal in not allowing the further flexibilisation of wages – which
may seem critical in the context of EMU, with the loss of control over of monetary
policy that it entails for national governments. Instead, there are numerous reasons
why one would expect to see an increase in wage rigidity post-EMU, as will be
analysed in the next section. Hence, given the low labour mobility in Europe and the
lack of strong fiscal transfer mechanisms, the smooth operation of the Eurozone
seems to require the enhancement of wage flexibility in its member states. This in
turn implies a weakening of trade unions, deregulation and decentralization of wage
bargaining, compression (and/or rationalisation) of unemployment benefits and
minimum wages and, more generally, comprehensive measures to increase the
attractiveness of work and the flexible adjustment of wages to economic conditions.
To sum up, starting from a simple theoretical observation concerning the importance
of national adjustment mechanisms within a sub-optimal currency area, we reach a

10

The literature tends to agree that taking into account differences in inflation rates between
countries, nominal wage rigidity in the European economies is comparable to that of the U.S.
economy. With regard to real wage flexibility (i.e., the adjustability of real wages to changes in
the unemployment rate), it appears that short-term adjustment of real wages in Europe is indeed
limited, while long-term adaptability is equal to, if not higher than, that of the U.S. economy
(Layard et al, 1991; Elmeskov and MacFarlan, 1993; Viñals and Jimeno, 1998; OECD, 1999;
Turner and Seghezza, 1999; Nickell and Quintini, 2003; Barrell and Dury, 2001; HMT, 2003a).
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series of policy proposals (if not political necessities) to increase flexibility across the
whole spectrum of industrial relations (cost and numerical flexibility, internal and
external flexibility11). There are, however, a number of other arguments under which
labour market reform in the direction of enhanced flexibility becomes necessary in a
monetary union. We discuss these in the following section.

2.2. Monetary policy and the shift of the 'pivotal triangle' of macroeconomic policy
The establishment of EMU brought about, almost automatically, a fundamental
change in economic governance in Europe and, in particular, in the relationship
between the three main pillars of macro-economic policy (monetary, fiscal and wagesetting). This has two important implications with respect to the present discussion.
On the one hand, the analysis in the previous section and its theoretical basis (OCA)
is put into question. This follows from the well-known Lucas Critique, which states
that the transition to a new system of governance changes structurally economic
relations and behaviour thus rendering irrelevant any predictions derived from the
pre-transition phase. This is the essence of the contemporary criticism on the
traditional OCA theory, the so-called ‘endogenous OCA’, which advocates that the
creation of EMU will facilitate rapid convergence of the participating economies,
thus leading to the synchronization of economic cycles and making the need for
fiscal integration and labour market flexibility less important.12 On the other hand,
the new structure of economic governance in the euro area creates new conditions
and challenges that may exacerbate the problems of adjustability and rigidity of the
European economy, making new forms of flexibility, and associated measures for the
deregulation of labour markets, more imperative. We turn to these changes in what
follows.

11 For a discussion of the definition and meaning of the various types of flexibility see
Monastiriotis (2006).
12 See Mongelli (2002) and DeGrawue (2007).
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A basic point of departure for this discussion is that the discretion over the use of
monetary policy by national governments entails some build-in inflationary bias
(surprise inflation).13 National (non-independent) monetary authorities have an
incentive to declare a lower inflation target than their actual inflation preference. To
the extent that the monetary authorities inspire confidence, this will not lead to
inflationary wage settlements as the unions would expect relatively low inflation and
thus exhibit wage restraint. Once non-inflationary wage agreements are reached,
national authorities are tempted to use (in the short-term) expansionary monetary
policy measures to reduce unemployment – even though this creates higher inflation
which dilutes real wage growth. Knowing this inherent ‘time-inconsistency’ problem
of national monetary authorities, trade unions will embody in their negotiations this
inflationary bias and will tend to seek larger nominal increases, leading to a
reduction in nominal and real wage flexibility and an increase in unemployment
(with higher inflation). With the transfer of responsibility for monetary policy to a
completely independent supranational body (the European Central Bank), which has
a clear and deeply institutionalised commitment to price stability, this inflation bias
is eliminated and, consequently, inflationary pressures and wage rigidities that stem
from it are reduced. Therefore, the creation of EMU leads automatically to the
subsiding of the negative role of trade unions, thus making any pressure for the
deregulation of collective agreements less significant (Calmfors, 2001).
However, the attainment of low inflation (due to ECB’s enhanced credibility and the
decline in wage-induced inflationary pressures) has one unintentional yet important
consequence: lower inflation implies a convergence in the rates of growth of nominal
and real wages (with zero inflation both aggregates grow at the same rate). Given the
prevalence of downward rigidity for nominal wages and the political and social costs
associated to net reductions in nominal wages (including the constraints discussed
above regarding the European labour market institutions, e.g., strong unions, high
unemployment, etc14), the flexibility of real wages also falls. In other words, an ad hoc
13

This observation is derived from the models of Kydland and Prescott (1977) and Barro and
Gordon (1983) who first raised the issue of the so-called problem of ‘time-inconsistency’.
14 It should be noted that a broader set of factors may hamper nominal wage flexibility and/or
make it undesirable: among them is the issue of deflation (which leads to structural under-
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reduction of labour-cost flexibility takes place. Additionally, the decline in inflation
may prompt businesses and unions to agree on wage contracts with longer horizon
(to avoid the transaction cost of negotiations), again reducing the short-term
adjustment for wages (Calmfors, 2001).15 Therefore, even if the set of countries
forming a currency union do constitute an ex ante optimum currency area, with
(partially) synchronized business cycles and low inflationary pressures, it is possible
that these countries will experience an increase of rigidities in their economies and a
weakening of their adjustment mechanisms, thus making the currency union ex post
sub-optimal.
Moreover, the ability of economic and monetary integration to lead to real
convergence and, thus, to economic synchronization is also questioned by the
inherent tendency of the ECB, within the framework of EMU, to be itself a cause of
asymmetric shocks. As a result of the heterogeneity of wage bargaining systems in
the Eurozone and the diversity of the national economies, the ECB is forced to react
to a ‘weighted average’ of inflationary pressures. Unsurprisingly, the ECB’s response
will be suitable for only a limited number of national economies. For the rest, ECB
interest rates will be either inflationary or anti-inflationary, and hence, harmful to
stability and growth.16 In other words, the ECB itself may be a source of asymmetric
shocks even in the absence of purely exogenous shocks (DeGrauwe and Sénégas,
2004). This ‘built-in asymmetry’ makes the need for deregulation of labour relations
even more urgent in order to achieve greater wage flexibility and induce (internal)
labour mobility.
Another mechanism that has also stirred much debate in the literature has to do with
the ad hoc decentralisation of collective bargaining.17 The starting point here is the
observation that unions’ incentives to seek wage increases above productivity
consumption) and the issues of skills-depreciation and the distortion of incentives for human
capital accumulation.
15 See the next section for a different version regarding the duration of wage contracts.
16 Asymmetries may also arise due to national differences in consumer preferences, the
behaviour of banks, the size of the export sector (for exports outside the Eurozone), among other
reasons (Clements et al, 2001; Clausen and Hayo, 2006).
17 See the original work of Calmfors and Driffill (1988), the formalisation of this relationship in
Cukierman and Lippi (1999), and the discussion more recently in Schelkle (2001 and 2005) and
Driffill (2006).
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growth (thus creating inflationary pressures and/or unemployment) are non-linearly
related to the degree of decentralization of collective bargaining. In perfectly
competitive markets, when negotiations are fully decentralized (for example, at the
firm level), unions are aware that any wage increase above productivity may push
their employer out of business. Hence, the entire cost of a disproportionate wage
increase, which will take the form of increased unemployment, will be internalised
directly by the union members (who will be fired).18 When negotiations take place at
the national level (fully centralised), inflationary pressures will be applied
throughout the economy and any increase in nominal wages will not be translated
into real wage increases.19 In both cases a control mechanism is in operation which
keeps trade unions’ aspirations in check, maintaining a balance between wage
increases, productivity gains and inflation and allowing for more wage flexibility in
the economy. In contrast, when negotiations are at an intermediate level (for
example, at the sectoral level), unions can externalise the cost of their wage demands:
wage increases above productivity lead to some layoffs in the sector and put upward
pressures on inflation, but if the sector is relatively small the impact on the overall
economy is limited. Employees in the sector can enjoy real wage increases while the
few layoffs can be absorbed in other sectors of the economy.20
With the creation of the ECB and the shift of monetary policy to the supranational
level, wage bargaining becomes artificially decentralised, resulting in higher
inflationary and unemployment pressures and lower wage flexibility.21 Given that
the synchronisation of wage negotiations at the supranational level (re-centralisation)
is politically impossible (and for other reasons, which are not related to this

18 It should be noted that this reasoning is based on the assumption of perfect competition, which
implies that firms have zero profits. If this is not the case, it is possible that the unions can
achieve higher wages without redundancies.
19 If the national monetary authority tries to prevent an acceleration of inflation, by raising its
interest rates, the economy will contract and inflationary pressures will take the form of higher
unemployment.
20 There is also a significant moral hazard problem: each union has an incentive to behave
aggressively, in order not to endanger a potential loss resulting from the aggressive behaviour of
other unions. This leads to collective inflationary pressures and hence more wage rigidity in the
economy (along with higher inflation and unemployment).
21 This in turn results in a weakening of the ECB’s ability to contain inflationary pressures,
through its ‘signalling’ or ‘leadership’ on price-setting (Hall and Franzese, 1998; Hancké and
Soskice, 2003).
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discussion, economically harmful22), it is evident that the sustainable functioning of
EMU requires radical deregulation (decentralisation) of collective bargaining and
weakening of union power (coverage / de-recognition). Additionally, however, it
requires a substantial reduction in the attractiveness of unemployment benefits (in
terms both of their duration and replacement rates), since the ability of
unemployment to serve as a disciplining device on the behaviour of unions depends
on the size and duration of these benefits (Burda, 1999): if they provide a high degree
of coverage of the foregone salary, the cost of unemployment is shifted from the
unions and their (displaced) members to the tax-payer, who ends up subsidising the
(generous) benefits. Consequently, deregulation and flexibilisation is also on this
basis desirable (if not necessary).
In conclusion, it seems that there are a number of issues linking EMU to labour
market reform (employment flexibility) besides the lack of economic synchronicity,
which is the main issue identified by the OCA theory. These have to do with the
change in the functioning of monetary policy (policy commitment / credibility), the
shift in the balance between the central pillars of macro-economic policy (pivotal
triangle) and the change in the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. All
these factors tend to favour the flexibilisation of labour relations as a means for
strengthening the functioning of the Eurozone economy.

2.3. The political economy of wage restraint - the experience of Maastricht
In contrast to the arguments considered in the preceding paragraph, it has been
argued that with the delegation of monetary policy to a supranational authority and
the restrictions placed on fiscal policy (as discussed below), wage changes obtain a
central role in ensuring the competitiveness and adaptability of each national
economy (Soskice and Iversen, 1998; Hancké and Soskice, 2003). This occurs because
the cost of wage increases above productivity burdens exclusively the national

22

Amongst them, the main issue concerns the removal of yet another national-level discretionary
adjustment mechanism that further centralisation will cause.
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economies. Hence, EMU leads to an intrinsic harnessing of wage demands (Lauer,
1999), thus making the need for measures to strengthen labour market flexibility and
to weaken the role of unions less relevant.23
We can link this observation to the broader discussion concerning the ‘embedded
wage restraint’ in EMU (see, among others, Soskice and Iversen, 1998, Advagic et al,
2005, Donaghey and Teague, 2005 and Hancke and Rhodes, 2005). The main
argument here is as follows: whereas during the convergence period (from the
Maastricht Treaty to the establishment of EMU) many of the Eurozone countries
reverted to so-called ‘social pacts’ to control inflation and to meet the conditions for
participation in EMU, in the post-EMU era we observe a firm adherence to the
principle of non-inflationary wage bargains despite the fact that the use of social
pacts (formal or informal) has declined substantially. A sensible explanation for this
trend is that the logic of wage moderation (and its perceived usefulness for national
economic performance) has been internalised by both the national governments and
the trade unions in the Eurozone. In other words, the mechanism that allows the
necessary adjustment of wages to economic downturns, which is a key aspect of
wage flexibility, seems to have become embedded in the functioning of wage
bargaining across the Eurozone, albeit to variable degrees.24
On the basis of this argument, in contrast to that described above regarding the
duration of collective agreements, one would expect not only a continuation of wage
restrain but also a further increase in wage flexibility: as unions (and employers)
internalise a sense of commitment to price and economic stability, and understand
the inability to exercise stabilisation policies at the national level based on monetary
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Furthermore, EMU creates additional incentives for wage moderation to achieve competitive
devaluations of the real exchange rate (wage dumping) and thus enhance the competitiveness of
national economies (Eichengreen, 1998; Traxler, 1999, Martin, 1999, Soltwedel et al, 2000,
Hancké and Soskice, 2003). This is largely the experience of Germany in the post-EMU period,
which has led to criticisms that this has intensified the deterioration of current account deficits in
the less wage-moderate countries of the European south.
24 We mention above the need to maintain a national economy’s competitiveness as one of the
reasons why this may happen, while the next section suggests another reason linked to the fiscal
constraints imposed by EMU’s system of economic governance. Besides these reasons, however,
the central argument here is related essentially to the process of socialization / internalisation of
wage restraint and not to the various explanations as to why trade unions may rationally decide
to moderate their wage demands.
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and fiscal measures, they are likely to promote flexible collective agreements or
short-term contracts in order to be able to respond swiftly to unforeseen changes in
the economic cycle (Berthold and Fehn, 1998). Therefore, to the extent that the
aforementioned internalisation leads unions in the Eurozone to operate with national
competitiveness as their main concern, further deregulation and flexibilisation of
labour relations becomes more urgent outside than inside EMU (Calmfors, 2001).
Not only that; it can further be argued that the institutionalisation of wage restraint
may also be pushing towards a selective regulation of the labour market as, with lower
pressures for deregulation, national governments may be inclined to raise labour
standards and employment security (regulation of non-traditional forms of
employment, maintaining unemployment benefits, expanding retraining programs,
etc). This is not only because governments may wish to reward the unions for their
contribution to economic stabilisation and maintain their adherence to wage
restraint. More importantly, the argument is that with stabilisation achieved,
governments can afford to treat employment security, and social policy more
generally, as a productive factor (Bertola et al, 2001).25 Selective regulation in this
sense is linked more to the principle of ‘flexicurity’ than to the type of flexibilisation
endorsed by OCA theory and monetarist theories of integration.26

2.4. Fiscal policy and labour markets
The implications for labour market reform accruing from the realm of fiscal policy
have to do with two main parameters. On the one hand, the objective constraints the
EMU imposes on national public finances. On the other hand, the effects on the

25

See, in relation to this, the argumentation of the European Commission within the EES (COM,
2007a) and the Lisbon Strategy (COM, 2007b) – see also our discussion in section 3.
26 Nevertheless, a counter-argument can also be made here. The different interpretations
concerning the direction that labour market reforms should follow serve to highlight the
complexity of the issue and the uncertainty surrounding the policy options. This uncertainty is
often interpreted as a policy proposal in itself, taken to demonstrate the need for greater labour
market flexibility. The reason for this is relatively simple: in a state of relative uncertainty,
precautionary adjustment (labour market reform) is preferable to conservative inaction
(Hefeker, 2006 – see also Sibert and Sutherland, 2000; Hughes-Hallet and Viegi, 2003; and HMT,
2003b).
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behaviour of the main economic actors (unions, governments, employers) and their
incentives structure, resulting from the change in the relationship between fiscal and
wage policy. We discuss each one of them in the following paragraphs.
Budget constraints. As is widely discussed in the relevant academic and policy
literatures, the model of economic governance of EMU imposes certain limitations on
the exercise of national fiscal policy. Specifically, under the Stability and Growth Pact
(SGP), a public deficit ceiling in the countries of the Eurozone is set and national
governments commit to achieve a mid-term goal of zero deficit (in the course of the
economic cycle).27 The SGP serves as a deterrent tool for three kinds of risks: first, the
diffusion of inflationary pressures, that is, the spill over of inflation from a country
that follows expansionary fiscal policy to others which behave with greater restraint;
second, the spill over of interest rate hikes, potentially leading also to currency
destabilisation, as is currently the situation with the Greek fiscal crisis; and third, the
moral hazard problem of fiscal prudence, that is, the situation where as the use of
expansionary fiscal policy by one single country is not punished by the monetary
authority, each and every country has an incentive to pursue expansionary policies
so as to ‘pre-empt’ the expansionist policies of other countries. According to the logic
of the SGP, countries that achieve a zero deficit are able to follow a (controlled)
expansionary policy in times of recession or in response to exogenous shocks
(symmetric or not), even beyond the operation of so-called ‘automatic stabilisers’. For
countries with structural deficits, however, the possibility to bring the government
budget ‘close to balance or in surplus’ is extremely limited. For them, the SGP
operates as a very powerful budget constraint pushing for the containment of public
expenditures and the reduction of their structural (inelastic) elements. In the labour
market, these are translated into policy interventions aiming primarily at containing
wage increases (in both the public and private sectors) and reducing the generosity
(size, availability and duration) of unemployment benefits (Calmfors, 2001; Farina
and Tamborini, 2004; Enderlein, 2006). But they also expand to the deregulation of
27

It should be noted that these criteria hold under certain conditions. Also, the application of the
‘dissuasive arm’ of the SGP (the ‘Excessive Deficit Procedure’) is subject, at least to some degree,
to political pressures and dynamics. Such issues fall outside the scope of this paper and are thus
not discussed here in any detail.
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employment protection more generally.28 In addition, national authorities are forced
to implement active labour market policies to increase the employability of the
workforce, enhance its mobility and adaptability, and to reduce benefit dependence.
Thus, restrictions on fiscal policy, which stem directly or indirectly from the
adoption of the single currency, lead to a number of changes in the labour market,
which, paradoxically, extend to areas much wider than those resulting from the
analysis of the OCA theory.
Political exchange. It is clear from the above that, except possibly in special cases,
national fiscal authorities are unable to meet, even if they wish (e.g. for politicalideological reasons or for short-term electoral considerations), the demands from
trade unions for generous wage increases in the public sector (and, by extension, in
the private sector). This ‘external empowerment’ leads to the neutralisation of one of
the main mechanisms that make fiscal policy inflationary, namely the process of
political exchange between governments and unions (IMF, 2004; Duval and
Elmeskov, 2006; Acocella et al, 2007).29 Labour unions are aware that the budget
constraints on the public finances are real and insurmountable. They thus ease their
wage demands, even if they contest the budgetary constraints, because they realise
that no inflationary pressures will arise from the wage demands of other unions.
Hence, the weakening of political exchange also solves the moral hazard problem of
union behaviour, in which each union is led to seek extra-normal wage increases
because it expects other unions to do the same – shifting the costs of their wage
increase to the unions that follow a moderate wage bargain (and/or to the nonunionised employees). As a consequence of this ‘external empowerment’ and the

28 This takes place as follows. With the need to reduce the inelastic components of the state
budget, national authorities are pushed to a more extensive use of non-traditional forms of
employment (contract work, fixed-term contracts, temporary employment, part-timing, etc.) and
more flexible forms of labour use and remuneration (annualisation of working hours, shiftworking, non-paid overtime, performance-related pay, etc). This results to the
institutionalisation of such employment arrangements, leading to their diffusion across the
economy.
29 The political exchange hypothesis is based on the assumption that, in the short-term,
governments have an interest to succumb to pressures to raise wages above productivity in
return for political support from the unions or to obtain wider support from their electoral
constituencies (under the logic of collective inaction).
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wage discipline that it generates, pressures for labour market reform are eased and
the pursuit of more flexibility in the labour market becomes less warranted.
Therefore, we see that, as in the case of monetary policy (sections 2.2 and 2.3), the
effects of monetary integration on the labour market in the case of fiscal policy are
also ambiguous. Some arguments seem to favour significant and sometimes radical
changes towards more flexibility in the labour market. Others, seem to suggest that
the common currency and the mechanisms of economic governance that have been
put in place in EMU work towards the easing of pressures for labour market reform,
by resolving the constraints that institutional rigidities at the national level apply on
the adjustment mechanisms of the participating economies. In effect, this view
maintains that economic governance under EMU manages to resolve tensions and
constraints that can not be resolved unilaterally at the national level. This leads us to
two further observations, with which we conclude this section. First, the creation of
EMU can be seen either as a constraint or as a catalyst (facilitator) for the reform of
industrial relations in Europe. Although under the pressures stemming from both
exogenous (e.g., globalisation, technological progress, population aging) and
endogenous processes (the institutional and behavioural changes induced by EMU)
reforms may be seen as necessary, the direction of these reforms –and the qualitative,
quantitative and redistributive changes involved– is an issue that remains largely
open and unresolved by economic theory. The final policy outcome, therefore, can
only be determined politically. Second, the pressures for labour market reform in
EMU stem from two qualitatively different stipulations: on the one hand, the need
for stability and resilience to external shocks, under a system of fixed exchange rates
and an insulated centralised monetary policy; on the other hand, the need for an
institutional framework of industrial relations that will enhance the quality and
competitiveness of the European economy. It is this ‘dual mandate’ of two largely
competing stipulations that the EU seeks to manage through its employment policy
and the net of institutional arrangements for policy design, intervention and
coordination that it has developed. We turn to this institutional framework next.
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3. Transnational regulation and cooperation in the field of
employment in the EU

3.1. The framework for employment policies in the EU
Despite the chronic problems of low flexibility and mobility combined with high and
structural unemployment (but not surprisingly due to the political importance that
governments assign to the control of employment policies), the EU has failed to
develop a comprehensive employment policy either at the supra-national or the
transnational level. As a result, the significant diversity characterising the
organisation of national labour markets and the corresponding models of industrial
relations in Europe has been maintained. Nevertheless, elements of supra-national
and transnational regulation exist. In fact, since the inception of EMU, the EU has
developed a rather complex institutional framework for employment policy and
policy coordination. This framework is organised along three pillars. The first pillar
concerns the EU Directives on employment, which thus consists one of the historic
EU policies, originating from the founding Treaty of Rome. The second and third
pillars, Euro-corporatism and the EES, respectively, were developed in the 1990s,
marking a new era in the governance of employment policies in Europe. The
development of these two pillars is undoubtedly attributable, at least in part, to the
need for transnational regulation of labour markets and harmonisation of national
employment policies under the pressures arising from the adoption of the single
currency, as discussed above.
European directives. This has been the exclusive form of European employment
policy since the establishment of the EU until the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992. The
existence of EU directives in the field of employment is based on the premise that the
disparity between Member States in the field of social policy is widely a distortion of
free competition within the European market (Geyer, 2000; Begg, 2002). Generally,
the EU directives are the product of European Commission’s activism and
intergovernmental politics at the Council. But once agreed upon, they are legally
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binding for all member states and their implementation is supported by the decisions
of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) and national courts.30 The directives reflect the
dual objective of the EU, on the one hand to support the functioning of the single
market by removing impediments to the free movement of labour and/or access to
welfare provisions (negative integration) and, on the other, to spur an upward
harmonisation of employment regulations (positive integration) in order to avoid
unfair competition (social dumping) between member states – which also acts to
improve working conditions and living standards (Goeyer, 2002).31 However, they
do not seek to accomplish complete harmonisation: the directives respect the
heterogeneity of industrial relations and employment law of the Member States and
therefore their aim is to achieve partial harmonisation (Kenner, 2003). The first pillar
was reinforced in successive treaty reforms32 and has shown significant activism:
since the Treaty of Rome, the Council has issued about 8000 decisions and the
Commission has issued over 80 directives covering the three broad areas of health
and safety at work, general conditions (redundancies, organization working hours,
parental leave, etc.) and gender equality (Falkner et al, 2005).33 The chart below
reflects the breakdown of the directives in three categories for the period 1975-2002.

30

Their legal / coercive nature, however, is limited by the slow and limited transposition into
national legislation in the member states (Falkner et al, 2005).
31 See Leibfried and Pierson (2000) and Leibfried (2005) for a discussion of how this interferes
with member states’ social policy thus constituting national welfare states ‘semi-sovereign’.
32 In the Single European Act (1987), Quality Majority Voting (QMV) was introduced in the
Council in the area of harmonisation of health & safety standards, thus overcoming the veto
power of member states under unanimity. In the Treaty of Maastricht (1992) the Social Protocol
was introduced (but not approved by the UK) and provided for QMV for additional areas such as
working conditions and workers’ consultation. In the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997) these were
strengthened with the signing of the social protocol by Britain, the enhancement of the role of the
European Parliament and the extension of QMV to almost all areas of the first pillar. For a
detailed analysis of the development of this pillar see Goeyer (2002) and Rhodes (2005).
33 See the work of Bercusson (1994 and 1995), Blanpain and Engels (1995) and Shaw (2000)
with regard to working conditions; James (1993), Eichener (1997) and Vos (1999) regarding
health and safety; and Hoskyns (1996) and Mazey (1998) regarding gender equality.
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Figure 1: EU Directives on employment, 1975-2002
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Euro-corporatism. The second pillar of the European employment policy was
introduced in the Maastricht Treaty as a response to monetary integration. The
directives resulting from this pillar do not originate from the European Commission
but from voluntary agreements among the European social partners, which are then
approved by the Council; in other words the directives of the second pillar are the
result of collective agreements between social partners and Member States (hence the
term ‘Euro-corporatism’). This pillar includes two types of instruments: framework
laws, which are binding but flexible (in that they offer a list of options from which
Member States are free to choose what to implement), and recommendations, which
are rigid (firm rules) but non-binding. However, this pillar has not been particularly
productive and only three directives have been issued so far (Chiattelli, 2008) – with
their application being mandatory only in the case of large multinational companies
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(Barnard and Deakin, 2000).34 Thus, until now, this pillar has had limited influence
on the labour market policy of the Member States.
The European Employment Strategy. In 1993, the European Commission published
its ‘White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment’, which intended to
strengthen the EU’s competitiveness as well as its social dimension, largely as a
counterweight to EMU, seeking to ensure a balance between competitiveness and
social solidarity (Goetschy, 1999, Arnold and Cameron 2001). In essence, it sought a
coupling between non-inflationary policies, which were required to meet the
Maastricht criteria, and employment-promoting policies through a combination of
supply-side and Keynesian policy proposals.35 Despite sometimes fierce opposition
by member states, which obstructed or delayed its implementation (Goetschy 1999,
Trubek and Mosher 2003, Regent 2003), the White Paper was an important catalyst
for bringing the issue of employment policy at the centre of the European agenda (de
la Porte 2002). A combination of pro-European and social democratic actors in the
Commission, the Council and the European Parliament, along with the strong
support of Sweden (which joined the EU in 1995) and UK’s relatively pro-European
stance under New Labour, achieved the formal adoption of the European
Employment Strategy (EES) in the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997). The EES constitutes
the third, most ambitious and innovative pillar of European policy in this field as it
involves a radical shift from binding regulations and instructions (hard law) of the
previous pillars to flexible or non-binding targets (soft law), and a redefinition of
policy objectives from (passive) employment protection to (active) employment
promotion and its qualitative upgrading (Rhodes, 2005).36 Initially, the EES
comprised 19 Employment Guidelines, which were organised into four main pillars:
34

These were on parental leave (1996), part-time employment (1997) and fixed-term contracts
(1999).
35 The White Paper’s five main pillars were the following: (i) investment in vocational training,
(ii) increasing employment through intensive development, (iii) reducing non-wage labour costs,
(iv) increasing active labour market policies and (v) combating youth and long-term
unemployment.
36 The EES is considered as model for the ‘Open Method of Coordination’ (OMC), which is the
main method to promote the Lisbon Strategy. The Commission, in cooperation with the Council,
defines policy objectives, but their implementation lies at the national level – relying on peer
pressure and the exchange of best practices but without legal coercion (Hodson and Maher,
2001; Regent, 2003). Hence, the OMC aims at convergence of national policies but not full
harmonization.
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employability (reduction of unemployment and implementation of re-activation
policies), entrepreneurship (creation of new businesses, tax incentives), adaptability
(modernisation of the organization of work, lifelong learning, extension of
employment regulations to non-typical forms of employment, etc.), and equal
opportunities (gender equality, work-life balance, reintegration of disadvantaged
groups).37 Additionally, specific quantitative targets were set on employment levels
(total labour force participation rate of 70% by 2010 - 60% for women and 50% for
older workers). In 2003, three broad and interrelated objectives (full employment;
quality and productivity at work; and social cohesion and integration), replaced the
pillar system, while the Employment Guidelines were replaced by 10 ‘Integrated
Guidelines’ (which include both EES and BEPG guidelines – these were reduced to 8
after the 2005 reform).
Based on some of its objectives, it could be argued that the EES can be seen as a
mechanism that promotes neo-liberal economic policies based on supply side
economics - for example because of its emphasis on activation and labour market
adaptability (Begg, 2002).38 It could be further argued that its soft-law nature and
non-coercive character39 also facilitates the deregulation of labour markets and
employment relations, as it allows instances of negative integration (a ‘race to the
bottom’) without being able to enforce elements of positive integration (a ‘race to the
top’). According to this view, although presented in part as a counterweight to EMU,
the EES appears to be perfectly adapted to the requirements of monetary integration,
especially those concerning fiscal prudence, as it excludes the use of expansionary
measures to combat unemployment and places the criterion of adaptability over and
37

These four pillars try to tackle the four fundamental problems of the European labour markets:
the lack of skills (skills gap), the lack of demand (jobs gap), the lack of adaptability (adjustment
gap), and inequalities (gender gap) (Larsson, 1998).
38 Moreover, one of its basic social elements, gender equality, which was one of the four pillars
during the first period, was demoted into one of the 10 priorities after 2003, and then
disappeared in the 2005 reform (see Fagan et al, 2006). Likewise, the EES did not include, after
the Member States’ fierce opposition to one the Keynesian-type objectives of the White paper, the
increase of public and private investment to enhance work skills and entrepreneurship (Foden
and Magnusson, 2003).
39 With the 2003 and 2005 revisions, the EES became even less coercive. One important reason
for this was the merging of the Employment Guidelines with the Broad Economic Policy
Guidelines, which allows Member States to give fewer and more abstract answers/references to
labour matters and employment policies in their National Reform Programs (NRPs). An extreme
example of this is Italy, whose NRP for 2005 makes no reference to the issue of employment.
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above that of quality in work (Chalmers and Lodge 2003; Talani 2004; Raveaud 2007).
It should not be underestimated, however, that the EES offers a policy recipe that
adds a social and qualitative dimension to the pursuit of flexibility and adaptability
which, as we discussed earlier, may seem to be induced, according to some
interpretations, by the establishment of EMU. In this respect, the EES enables the
interpretation of the two objectives of flexibility and competitiveness (through
quality and productivity at work) as complementary.
According to Allan Larsson, former Director General for Employment (DG V) and
one of the leading advocates of this interpretation, the problem of unemployment in
Europe requires joint action at two levels: on the one hand, towards price and
economic stability, achieved through the establishment of EMU; on the other hand,
towards the formulation of common policies on employment which will increase the
employability of the workforce and the quality of jobs in Europe (Larsson, 1998). The
EES covers this second level and, despite its ‘softness’, it has put significant and
targeted pressures40 on the EU Member States to coordinate their labour market
reforms and enhance the adaptability and competitiveness of their labour markets.

3.2. The European experience of reforms
It should become obvious from the preceding discussion that the pressures exerted
on labour markets and, by implication, on labour market reform in the countries of
the Eurozone over the past fifteen years are manifold. On the one hand there is the
catalytic impact of globalisation, which raises both economic interdependence and
policy uncertainty. On the other hand, there is a series of pressures and constraints
emanating from EMU (which, incidentally, was to an extent a response to
globalisation), some of which have a more grounded economic justification (e.g.,
OCA effects) while others stem mainly from a problematique over the exercise of
macro-economic policy inside a monetary union. Besides these pressures and
40

In the 2000-2004 period alone, the Council (after recommendation by the Commission)
adopted 280 country specific recommendations for the implementation of the EES guidelines,
representing an average of 4.5 recommendations per country per year.
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constraints, and partly in response to them, the EU has developed an articulate set of
policy proposals, recommendations and binding directives, aimed at influencing
national employment policies and stimulating the institutional reform of the
European labour market. Finally, one should not underestimate the internal pressures
exerted on the labour markets of the Eurozone countries – in both their economic and
political dimensions (for example, persistent unemployment or inequality,
generating pressures for reform).
Given that the EU has neither the ability nor the desire to harmonize fully the
institutional framework of Eurozone’s labour markets, the diversity of these
pressures inevitably leads to a complex and diverse picture of labour market reform
in Europe. It is generally accepted that, at least for the period from the late 1990s
onwards, EU countries in and outside of the Eurozone, have followed neither
homogeneous nor unidirectional employment policy reforms (aiming towards
deregulation). Instead, Europe is characterised by a multitude of ‘welfare models’
and modes of regulation – from the socially generous and effective, in terms of
employment levels, ‘Nordic model’, to the more competitive, socially less generous,
but probably equally effective, ‘Anglo-Saxon model’. In between, there are less
effective but more protectionist models (‘Continental’ model) and others with
economic and labour market dualism (protection for the 'insiders' - flexibility for the
'outsiders') and even lower efficiency (‘Mediterranean’ model) (Esping-Andersen,
1990; Ferrera, 1996; Crouch and Streeck, 1997; Regini and Esping-Andersen, 2000;
Auer, 2002; Amable, 2003; Hancke et al, 2007).
But even within each model, the policies pursued deviate from the ideal
categorisation and are not unidirectional. For example, Britain, which for many
possesses the most flexible labour market in Europe, has introduced over the last
decade measures that seem to enhance labour market rigidity, such as the national
minimum wage and the extension of parental leave, as well as measures in the
direction of more flexibility, by promoting flexible working time arrangements,
reducing the generosity of unemployment benefits, and further weakening the role
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of trade unions (HMT, 2003a; Monastiriotis, 2005 and 2007; Tinsley and
Monastiriotis, 2007).
Therefore, it is very difficult to ascribe policies pursued in the labour market to
specific stimuli, such as EMU or the EES. Likewise, it is equally difficult to
summarise in a few paragraphs the wealth of institutional frameworks and the rich
experience of labour market reforms that exist in Europe. In the remainder of this
section we provide a brief review of this experience drawing on the OECD’s
monitoring and evaluation system of labour market reforms relating to the period
1994-2004.41

Figure 2. Index of labour market reform intensity, 1994-2004

Source: Adopted from Duval and Elmeskov (2006).

As depicted in Figure 2, for the period 1994-2004 Eurozone countries implemented
more labour market reforms than other OECD countries. Nevertheless, the index of

41

The OECD assesses its member states’ reforms on the basis of 44 criteria grouped into seven
broad areas. For more information on the calculation of its benchmarks, see the work of the
OECD (1994, 1996, 1999 and 2006) and the study by Duval and Elmeskov (2006).
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reforms in the countries outside EMU (Britain, Denmark, Sweden) is also high42,
while the differences within the Eurozone appear to be greater than those between
the Eurozone and the OECD, ranging between 10-15% in countries such as Spain,
Greece, France and Portugal, and over 25% in countries such as Finland, the
Netherlands and Germany. Thus, while on a first reading it could be argued that
EMU is associated with greater intensity of labour market reforms (since countries
like Norway and the U.S. appear to lag significantly behind in the OECD
classification), in reality we see very significant differences within the Eurozone,
which suggest that labour market reforms in Europe cannot be solely explained on
the basis of EMU. Nonetheless, other possible explanations also do not appear
particularly strong. For example, reforms are not more pronounced in countries with
higher unemployment or greater protectionism, nor are they less pronounced in
countries with overall higher levels of flexibility – as one would expect on the basis
of the ‘initial conditions’ and ‘reform necessity’ hypotheses (Duval and Elmeskov,
2006). If anything, in the EMU an inverse relationship between reform intensity and
‘initial conditions’ is observed, as the EMU countries that implemented the most
extensive and radical reforms were those that had the lowest unemployment and
highest employment rates.43
Another factor to be considered is the timing of reforms. As above, the immediate
conclusion stemming from our discussion in section 2 is that changes in the
Eurozone countries should be more extensive in the post-EMU era. As shown in
Figure 3, the empirical evidence does not confirm this. The Eurozone countries have
high intensity of reforms during the period 1994-1998, which is entirely in line with
that of the three member states of EU-15 that remain outside EMU and greater than
that of other OECD countries during the same period. But in the post-EMU period
(1999-2004), reforms in the Eurozone appeared to subside compared to the three

42

Denmark is a double exception: on the one hand, it implemented a very intense reform
program, combining policies of increasing flexibility with policies strengthening job security
(Bredgaard et al, 2005); on the other hand, while not participating in EMU, it has linked its
currency to the Euro (through ERM-II) and therefore can not be regarded as having fully
independent monetary policy.
43 Another ‘initial condition’ in the literature is the size of the country. Neither this hypothesis
seems to be vindicated by the OECD data.
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countries outside EMU and to converge, instead, to those of other OECD countries.44
It is particularly interesting that while the intensity of reform within EMU declines
even in absolute terms, for the three countries outside EMU there is an absolute
increase in the intensity of reform.
Is it therefore reasonable to conclude that EMU appears not to reinforce the reform
efforts in the Eurozone countries, or even to moderate them? First, it should be noted
that at least some of the pressures for labour market flexibilisation stemming from
the establishment of EMU (for example those relating to the OCA theory) existed
also before the adoption of the single currency. Therefore, to some degree at least, the
relatively high intensity of reforms witnessed in the Eurozone countries during the
1994-1998 period may be related to the fact that these countries anticipated the
impacts from EMU and thus implemented relevant policies in advance of their
accession to EMU. To the extent that this happened, it is plausible that the Eurozone
countries suffer in the post-EMU era some form of ‘reform fatigue’ (Hughes-Hallet
and Lewis, 2004). This may be especially true if the effort to meet the Maastricht
criteria led to a weakening of their ‘political capital’ which is necessary for
implementing reforms (Duval and Elmeskov, 2006).45 Moreover, EMU entry and the
comparatively successful path of the new currency may have weakened (until the
eruption of the financial crisis in September 2008) the pressures for reform, as they
made the prospect of an economic crisis for any country participating in the
Eurozone more distant, thus giving the sense that the need for reforms is not that
urgent.46 It is thus difficult, also on the basis of these arguments, to reach a definite
conclusion on the role of EMU in promoting labour market reforms.

44

This observation contradicts the results of Bertola and Boeri (2002) who argue that the
adoption of the Euro led to an acceleration of reforms in the period 1997-2002 compared with
1986-1996. The fact that the use of different reference periods leads to qualitatively different
conclusions illustrates how cautious we should be when analysing trends such as those depicted
in Figures 2 and 3.
45 For a detailed discussion of the factors that hinder or delay labour market reforms in the
national context see Leiner-Killinger et al (2007).
46 The argument is that reforms are carried out more easily and more intensively in times of
crisis (‘back against the wall’ logic – see IMF, 2004; Alesina et al, 2006; and Hoj et al, 2006).
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Figure 3. Reform intensity index by period and geographic region

Source: Adapted from Duval and Elmeskov (2006).

An additional dimension in the discussion about labour market reforms in EMU has
to do with the degree of uniformity (width) of the reforms and the intensity (depth)
of the changes brought about in each country.47 OECD data show that most of the
EMU countries have implemented more extensive and deeper reforms than the
OECD average (Duval and Elmeskov, 2006), although a general observation is that in
most cases this does not reflect a general trend towards reforms in the entire
spectrum of policy areas (width), with the exception of countries such as Denmark48,
Finland and the Netherlands. In any case, there seem to be no major systemic
differences between EMU countries and the rest with regard to the policy areas
where reforms are implemented. In particular, in the areas of active labour market
policies, non-wage labour costs (labour tax wedge) and flexi-time, the EMU countries
have made much greater progress than non-EU countries but not greater than that of

47

For an analysis and explanation of how these are calculated see Duval and Elmeskov (2006,
p.23).
48 As noted above, although formally outside EMU, the fact that its currency is linked to the Euro
allows us to perceive Denmark more as an insider than an outsider to EMU.
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the EU countries that are outside EMU. In contrast, reforms in the areas of
employment protection legislation (EPL) and unemployed benefits have been more
modest. Again, we reach the same conclusion: the intensity and direction of reforms
varies significantly thus not allowing the safe identification of common trends.
In summary, then, we can conclude the following. First, it is obvious that EMU
triggers a multitude of challenges and pressures for reforming the industrial
relations and the institutional framework of the European labour markets. The
experience of the Eurozone countries, however, shows that the reforms that have
taken place are neither uni-directional (towards flexibility) nor uniform, since there is
considerable variation both among countries and across policy areas. Instead, the
main trend that emerges is that of an ‘exploratory activism’, where all countries (in
and outside EMU) are looking for modern solutions to the real problems of modern
capitalism and to the pressures emanating from globalisation (which, for the
Eurozone countries, include pressures arising from the adoption of the single
currency and of a common monetary policy). It is in this process of active exploration
that the revised (after the Treaty of Amsterdam) institutional framework of the
European employment policy seeks to contribute, having triggered already a series
of conceptual and administrative-institutional changes (Zeitlin et al, 2005;
Heidenreich and Zeitlin, 2009). Even though these changes result partially to a
reorientation of policy towards more neo-liberal policy objectives (from tackling
unemployment to generating employment; from passive income support to
activation of the unemployed; and from the curative to the preventive treatment of
unemployment), they nonetheless include some elements that promote a stronger
social dimension in the design of employment policy and of social policy more
generally (e.g., the promotion of gender equality – see Rubery, 2002). This has been
facilitated by a number of developments at the EU level since the 1990s, including
the extension of QMV in the Council, the strengthening of the role of the European
Parliament49 (first pillar) and of the social partners (second pillar), the requirement
49

In January 2009 the European Parliament rejected the Council’s proposal for the further
flexibilisation of working time (annualisation of working hours and extension of the opt-out
rights of national governments). The subsequent negotiations failed to break an agreement
between the Parliament and the Council. Although this may be seen by some as negative progress
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for greater coordination between member states and greater consistency between
policy areas (third pillar), and more generally the introduction of a longer-term
perspective in the design and conduct of employment policy. This has resulted in the
gradual emergence of the flexicurity model, which has been incorporated since 2005
in the EES and the Lisbon Strategy, as the basic strategy and policy proposal of
Europe (COM, 2007a and 2007b). In this regard, the European employment policy
(and especially the ESS) leaves an indelible impact on labour market reforms in the
post-EMU era, as it encourages the active exploration for economically optimal and
socially desirable forms and mixes of flexibility (Larsson, 1998), it promotes the
coupling of social protection and economic efficiency (Bertola et al, 2001), and it
allows the Eurozone to achieve, on the one hand, a harmony between employment
and other macro-economic policies, and on the other hand, a differentiated
harmonisation of national employment policies (Begg, 2002).

4. EMU enlargement and the challenges ahead
The Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) that joined the EU in the 2004
and 2007 enlargements have a number of structural characteristics that are radically
different to the ones of the economies of EU-15. First, their economic cycles are not
fully synchronised with those of the Eurozone countries. Second, their economies in
general, and their financial bases in particular, are not sufficiently developed to
enable them to function adequately towards shock absorption (symmetric or not)
inside a monetary union.50 Third, and more importantly for our discussion here, it is
quite doubtful whether the labour markets of these countries have the necessary
degree of flexibility (and the necessary mix of flexibility and security) to allow their

with respect to the ability of the EU to regulate, in our opinion, it demonstrates the possibilities
offered by the new institutional framework of the European employment policy for the
establishment of a more democratic and socially sensitive employment policy design.
50 Of course, this characteristic makes them particularly vulnerable in periods of crisis also
outside EMU, as the recent experience of Hungary and the Baltic countries has shown.
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smooth accession into a currency union.51 This asymmetry between the Eurozone
and the CEECs raises significant issues of adaptation and creates additional
pressures on the labour markets both in the CEECs and in the existing Member States
of EMU.

4.1. Pressures on the labour markets of the acceding States
Unsurprisingly, the pressures for CEECs will be to a large extent similar to those that
were put on the current members during their efforts to meet the Maastricht criteria
and achieve EMU membership. That is, pressures for increasing wage flexibility and
deregulating their industrial relations in order to encourage labour mobility.
However, some important differences exist. The transition process has enhanced
phenomena of corruption and economic informality in these countries, which create
a significant ‘flexibility on the margin’ (Boeri, 2004) in their labour markets. The latter
paradoxically allows both quantitative and, especially, cost adjustments, regardless
of the degree of regulation in the formal economy. Therefore, it should be expected
that the pressures for further labour market deregulation in the CEECs are limited
because, albeit for the wrong reasons, their labour markets have adjustment
mechanisms in place that can absorb the impact of exogenous shocks. Furthermore,
these countries have very intensive trade and capital flows with the Eurozone, in
some cases more than some of the Eurozone countries themselves (for example,
Ireland and Finland). Consequently, if the Eurozone were affected by an exogenous
shock, this would diffuse relatively swiftly in these countries: this is exactly what
happened to countries such as Hungary and Latvia in the current economic crisis. By
implication the two sets of economies become more synchronised thus making the
ECB response to the shock largely compatible to the CEECs.

51

However, these countries’ decision to join the EMU is essentially political. Furthermore, it
should be noted that staying within the EU but outside EMU involves major problems and
instability for these economies, making their quick entry into the EMU probably more warranted
(Buiter, 2004).
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Nevertheless, one should not neglect that the CEECs are still in a process of
reconstruction and transformation, which involves significant shifts in production
and employment, e.g. from agricultural production and some traditional industries
to the service and high-tech sectors. It also includes significant changes in the
geographical distribution of employment, as well as significant investments in new
skills and qualifications, largely activated by the inflow of foreign direct investment
(FDI). As the CEECs progressively converge to the European average, the
continuation of FDI flows depends increasingly on production costs (including unit
labour cost), as the CEE economies lag substantially in terms of product
differentiation and technological expertise. Accordingly, these countries need to
strengthen the sectoral and geographical mobility of their workforce, to increase
employment transitions (flows to and from full and part-time employment and
unemployment), to increase the adaptability of their wages, and to curb wage
increases across the economy (formal and informal). Their entry into EMU will make
that need even more apparent.
This is a quite different strategy from the one the CEECs adopted in the last fifteen
years. During their transition, these countries adopted rather generous income and
unemployment support measures (unemployment benefits, disability benefits, etc).
At the same time, they followed quite aggressive policies on wage restraint (incomes
policies and social pacts) and employment deregulation (Burda, 1988; Boeri and
Terrell, 2002; Boeri, 2004). This policy mix aimed at facilitating economic stabilisation
and restructuring while legitimising politically the transition reforms and dealing
with their distributional implications (and especially with the acute problems of
poverty triggered with the fall of communism). It thus provided for important safety
nets outside the labour market, which had a clear social and redistributive character.
The new pressures for policy interventions to increase labour mobility and tackle
long-term unemployment and inactivity (e.g., through activation policies and reskilling) are largely in conflict with this ‘safety net’ function, thus threatening to
undermine the sustainability and legitimacy of the employment relations system in
these countries. Therefore, the pressure is there to reconfigure these systems in a way
that addresses simultaneously the need for preserving social solidarity / equity and
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enhancing efficiency / adjustability. This in turn requires significant improvements in
planning (institutional design, cost-effectiveness) and more effective targeting (see
Barr, 1994 and 2005).
Thus, whereas the CEECs do not appear to be in a very precarious position regarding
the consequences of EMU membership on their labour markets (at least in relation to
the situation faced by countries in Southern Europe on their way to EMU), their
process of transition and transformation that is still taking place and the subsequent
tensions that emerge for policy indicate the need for greater adaptability and
flexibility, but also for more targeted regulation. While this is not a direct result of
EMU, the latter will largely accentuate the need for greater flexibility, as it will
strengthen the transformation mechanisms (reallocation of jobs, industrial
restructuring, etc.).
It should also be stressed that the prolonged stay inside the EU but outside EMU
creates in itself pressures on the CEE labour markets. First, remaining outside EMU
can be the source of increased turbulence and instability to the financial systems of
these countries (Buiter, 2004) – as has been recently become evident in the cases of
Hungary and the Baltic countries, or even Denmark. Secondly, the simultaneous
pursuit of real and nominal convergence (i.e., containment of inflation and external
debt and maintenance of a stable exchange rate against the Euro) is likely to cause
inflationary pressures and economic instability (due to the ‘Balassa-Samuelson
effect’). As a result, a number of changes in the labour market, such as increased
wage flexibility (in the non-tradable sector) and labour mobility (mainly across
sectors of the economy) are necessary. Such changes are largely in the same spirit to
those induced by EMU entry as predicted by OCA theory but in this case they
operate in the absence of accession to EMU.
For the CEECs, therefore, the pressures for labour market reform are almost
independent of their entry into EMU. They stem from the ongoing restructuring of
these economies and the imbalance caused by EU membership and the subsequent
intensification of economic integration with the Eurozone. The major challenge
facing ahead is maintaining and strengthening the available forms of flexibility,
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while eradicating the informal economy and reforming social benefits in ways that
maintain their philosophy but improve their effectiveness.

4.2. Adjustment costs to existing EMU members
On a first reading, the pressures exerted on current EMU member-states due to a
prospective enlargement of the Eurozone are rather limited. EMU is already rather
heterogeneous and for the most part its CEE enlargement adds very little to this
heterogeneity and shifts the centre of gravity of ECB decision-making only
marginally. Given that, as we argued in section 2, the pressures on the Eurozone
labour markets emanating from the asymmetry of monetary policy are inconclusive,
it is probably reasonable to expect that the labour market impact of the enlargement
of EMU will be in this respect rather small. However, more significant pressures can
arise from the asymmetry, not of monetary policy, but of the labour markets of the
old and new member states (Boeri and Garibaldi, 2006). This is because the
‘flexibility at the margin’ that characterises many CEECs can create pressures for
further flexibilisation of industrial relations in existing members-states, especially in
terms of cost flexibility (Hughes-Hallett and Jensen, 2003), under the enhanced
capital mobility and price transparency facilitated by the common currency. In other
words, monetary integration of CEECs can lead to a ‘systems competition’, activated
either through migration and firm relocation (the ‘exit’ strategy) or mainly through a
‘wage dumping’ mechanism, that is, the downward compression of wages in order
to maintain competitiveness.
Let us elaborate on these mechanisms. EMU enlargement is expected to encourage a
further flow of migration to Western Europe because transaction costs will be
significantly reduced and wage differences between old and new members will
become clearer (price transparency). As is already the case with immigration, this
will result in a downward pressure on wages (due to increased labour supply) as
well as pressures for the relaxation of employment benefits and their further
deregulation. On the other hand, it can be claimed that the effects of eastern
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migration have already materialised and, if anything, with the accession of the
CEECs to EMU we should expect a reversal of migration flows, especially if
integration enhances the flow of capital to these countries and stabilises their
economies further. Such trends are already evident in Europe, even outside EMU, for
example the return of Polish and Bulgarian immigrants from Western Europe
(Morris, 2008; Markova, 2009). Nevertheless, pressure on the labour markets of the
existing Eurozone countries may continue even if migration abates – due to
enhanced capital flows (either in the form of FDI or in the form of firm relocation) in
the opposite direction (towards CEE). In essence, the mere threat of relocation will
suffice to put pressure on the domestic labour markets to deregulate their industrial
relations and raise their wage flexibility, as workers will be facing a dilemma
between unemployment and employment flexibility.52
Therefore, in theory at least, it is possible that the future enlargement of EMU may
lead to pressures for further flexibility in the labour markets of the existing memberstates. In fact, the anticipated pressures are real (not simply theoretical); but what is
not certain is their actual size, since such pressures have to a large extent already
been activated by the 2004 enlargement and the full liberalisation of product and
capital markets between Eastern and Western Europe. In fact, in light of these
pressures and the concerns regarding a possible downward convergence of
regulation that they may cause, it is plausible to witness a process of further regulation
of the labour market across the Eurozone and a more integrated coordination of
employment policies. This can be achieved within the context of the EES and the
wider orientation of the EU towards innovation and quality-based competition. As
before, a lot depends on the political decisions that the countries participating in the
EMU project will make: the economic pressures are there, but the policy outcomes
are not exogenously given.

52 An important role in this direction is also played by supra-national regulations, such as the
recent ‘Services Directive’, which could further erode labour relations pushing towards
downward convergence of regulations (race to the bottom).
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5. Concluding remarks
The purpose of this paper was to provide a broad discussion of the various impacts
that EMU has on the labour market. Mainly due to the fact that the issue of monetary
integration has been the subject of polarised political views, a largely unfounded
perception is widespread, that EMU inevitably leads to the deterioration of labour
relations and the erosion of workers’ rights throughout Europe. The perceived link
between EMU and the monetarist and neo-liberal ideology (McNamara, 1998)
cultivates this perception and prevents the critical examination of the labour market
effects of monetary integration. Furthermore, in academic and policy debates alike,
the issue is often examined on the basis of theoretical models (such as the OCA
theory) that tend to understate the significance of a multitude of factors that may be
exerting distinct influences on the European labour markets (not least relating to the
political dimension of economic governance in the EU, its politics and institutions).
In doing so, too little attention is paid to mechanisms and processes that can counter
the pressure for a universal deregulation of industrial relations and attainment of
maximum levels of labour market flexibility.
Although the pressures for enhanced flexibility in a monetary union are indeed
significant, in our analysis we were able to identify and discuss a variety of other
factors affecting labour markets in the post-EMU era – and the arguments concerning
the further regulation or deregulation of the European labour markets deriving from
these. We started with the central theoretical debate, concerning the OCA theory and
its arguments in favour of enhancing labour mobility and wage flexibility. We saw
that the arguments stemming from the OCA theory have significant analytical
weight; but we also saw that they do not necessarily imply the universal
deregulation of industrial relations. On the contrary, we argued that what they seem
to require is selective and targeted regulation, aiming, on the one hand, at enhancing
the adaptability of national economies inside the Eurozone and, on the other,
preserving and increasing their competitiveness. Subsequently, we considered a
number of other factors and processes, such as the shift of the basic pillars of macroeconomic policy in EMU and the ad hoc decentralisation of collective bargaining that
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it entails; the internalisation (embeddedness) of the logic of price stability; the
budgetary constraints arising from the Stability and Growth Pact; and the
institutional framework for the coordination of employment policies. We discussed
how such factors lead to the need for qualitative labour market reforms in Europe,
sometimes pushing towards greater flexibility and sometimes reinforcing the need
for regulation and security in the labour market.
Ultimately, the aggregate impact of EMU on the European labour markets is difficult
to establish theoretically and to measure empirically. A number of exogenous factors,
which we were not able to discuss here, but the pressure of which is increasingly
being felt across the globe,53 determine both the size of the pressures for
flexibilisation and the member-states’ ability to respond to these pressures. In any
case, the accumulated experience of national reforms and transnational policy
coordination, as briefly analysed in the third section of this paper, does not
demonstrate a link between EMU and an unbridled deregulation of labour markets.
If anything, in the post-EMU era we are witnessing a decline in the intensity of
labour deregulation. We highlighted two reasons for this trend: first, the reform
activism that preceded the introduction of the Euro and the reform fatigue of the
electorate; second, but perhaps more importantly, the belief that universal
deregulation leads to a race to the bottom and therefore to a qualitative downgrading
of Europe’s greatest competitive advantages, namely human capital and social
protection.
This is the observation with which we wish to conclude this paper. EMU is a radical
innovation in Europe, which creates the conditions for fundamental improvements
in its international competitiveness and hence the quality of life of its citizens. The
current financial and economic crisis and the resilience that the EMU countries have
shown to it, despite the current problems faced by Greece, is enough to make us
53

The uncertainty and instability of the international financial system, under the current
financial crisis is an obvious candidate – especially as it increases precariousness in the labour
market and leads to an unprecedented erosion of asset values (including pensions). However, a
number of perhaps more permanent factors had already emerged well before this financial crisis.
These include globalisation, technological innovation, Europe’s demography, illegal immigration,
the increasing importance of the four major emerging markets (Brazil, Russia, India and China),
energy security, and climate change.
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realize the tremendous costs and consequences that the incomplete integration of the
European economies (with the existence of twelve or fifteen separate national
currencies in a single market) would have for the European economy. At the same
time, however, the adoption of the single currency and the establishment of a
common monetary policy create pressures that necessitate comprehensive reforms
and, to some extent at least, harmonisation of employment policies and labour
market regulations across the EU. These pressures are real, but so is the room for
manoeuvre across a range of policy options. What is more, these options are
essentially political and not irrevocably constrained by exogenous factors and
technocratic parameters. With the creation of EMU, Europe simply came closer to a
fundamental dilemma, which it would have to address anyway, collectively or
nationally, within the context of globalisation: on the one hand, to enhance the
adaptability of its economy and of the functioning of its adjustment mechanisms; on
the other hand, to strengthen the competitiveness of its economy, through the
qualitative upgrading of all productive factors, including labour, and the
development of its comparative advantages. Both challenges require a creative
reform of industrial relations and of the labour market more generally. But, as noted
above, the options for responding to these challenges are not bound irrevocably by
the adoption of the common currency.
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